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1. The press and media is a plague of unethical misinformation, 
distortion, and corruption of everybody.1 The world is flooded 
by the media with glamorized disgust, fraud, lies, with ruination 
of transcendental aspirations including loss of interest in truth, 
oneness, good and beauty. Too often, the press and media is 
collective, self aggrandizing power-mad evil no longer informing 
but manipulating the people to think how the editor thinks – and 
that is about it. The press and media have effectively suppressed 
free speech for the people because usually only “editor approved” 
speech is allowed. Make no mistake: what is not accepted is 
censored or distorted, and the American press and media in 
general are the biggest First Amendment frauds in the world. 
Sigma Delta Chi is dead and their ethics are: what can you get 
away with. The creation of non-being is evil, and that includes 
the incompetent, unreliable “think the editor’s way” which more 
often than not is an intellectual, social and moral Ponzi scheme 
leading to massive inertia with loss of real living replaced by 
loud non-being offerings of flickering lights and ink smudges. 
Also, the “free press” deprives people of choice, because no 
one can make a “free choice” without fair and balanced reality 
based information. Got a new or different idea from what the 
editor wants, forget about it! The tyrants of the press and media 
most often are a plague providing too much glitzy propaganda 
of deliberate untruths perpetrating vicious and vile frauds on the 
people, corrupting family and civic virtue. The liberal press and 
media care about nothing except the editors’ opinions and one 
phrase of the First Amendment and their pathological influence 
is such that we have government of, by and for the press and 
media. The press and media live by CONCEIT IN ACTION 
i.e., liberalism. There has never been a plague like the power 
ridden press and media who self-righteously care about nothing 
but thinking well of themselves and their arrogant answers for 
everything. (That 70% of English children have televisions sets 
in their rooms is socially insane, developmentally disasterous and 
national suicide. No child should watch television until they are 6 
years old and only then with on-going Suggestibility Prevention 
Education.2,3)

2. Homosexuality is a plague.4 The power of this plague lay in the 
denial of its causes; the denial of the intrinsic, almost automatic 
problems that go with it; the money available for promotion 
(because homosexuals usually have no major “family” expenses 
and generally have no interest in supporting children except 
to recruit them); and the unethical, blind, one-sided support 
by the bought-out proselytizing press and media. Regardless, 
homosexuality is to humanity what gender deformed animals are 
to Lake Apopka in Florida. The homosexual epidemic today is 
caused by female-linked sex hormones (for contraception and other 
purposes) in the environment more than DDT ever was, with more 
detrimental effects, especially on males, including neurological 
disorders like attention deficit hyperactivity, autism and related 
developmental disorders, and especially homosexuality. The 
biological cause is the flood of female contraceptive hormones 
to the degree that homosexuals ARE themselves walking, talking 
ultimate “contraceptives,” alive and sometimes well (Is this 
“natural selection” or what?). Like all illnesses with a biological 
cause, homosexuality is neutral and people with it can be normal, 
as a diabetic or an epileptic if they treat themselves and act as 
normal. But the Gay Cult (homosexuality as a politicized disease) 
as activated and self-promoted, is a plague and a public health 
hazard carrying higher incidences of psychiatric problems as well 
as HIV/AIDS; and the Gay Cult’s totalitarianism of degrading, 
defaming and injuring those who disagree is sociopathic, uncivil, 
malevolent and sickening as they ironically do what they claim 
is being done to them. The psychological enthusiasm by and 
promotions for homosexuality are selfish, antisocial and self 
destructive by their reinforcing politicization of an ill state as 
they impose their entropic existence on the world. Gays are 
psychopathic when they deny an illness is an illness and when 
they perpetrate hate crimes by promoting their illness. For 
example, condom promotions are ineffective and about 70% of 
homosexual men with AIDs claim to have used protection!5 In 
addition, epidemiologic studies reveal that providing condoms 
has no impact at all on the spread of AIDS (and the denial of 
this by homosexuals is totally pathological). A normal person 
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“We are bringing them the plague.” Sigmund Freud to his

Companions on board ship when traveling to the United

States to introduce psychoanalytic doctrine (as quoted in

Culture of Critique by Kevin MacDonald, 1998, page 106).

 Brief facts are offered as verbal templates to challenge the 
arrogant ignorance of those promoting 16 current cultural plagues in 
post-Judeo-Christian society. To use or paraphrase these templates 
should help in the “culture war.” But first, a definition: A “plague is a 
calamitous disorder which afflicts many and disrupts society.”
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so suffering deserves all the help available in a positive way 
but the first step in being normal with a disease is admitting it 
and trying to control it so it does not affect or spread to others 
or interfere with other peoples’ lives. THE ONLY RATIONAL 
AND CIVIL WAY TO DEAL WITH HOMOSEXUALITY IS 
AS A DISORDER OF FUNCTION…like all diseases is in fact 
disorders of function. (Parenthetically, besides the environmental 
flood of female hormones, homosexuality is psychologically 
reinforced and caused by “sexcretion” described in the next 
mentioned plague.)

3. Contemporary “sex” is a plague.6 (THE ONLY WAY THE 
CURRENT SEX CULTURE CAN BE NEUTRALIZED IS BY 
DIRTY-MINDED SCHOOLBOY ACCURATE MOCKING—
the clergy cannot do it—only you and I can do it. Liberals won’t 
like it—just tell them to watch Borat as he mocks nice, traditional 
people—just as we are going to mock “sex” exploiters.) Actually, 
most of what passes for “sex” today is not sex – but a form of 
excretion--a plague of excretion. In all nature on the planet, sex 
is limited to pheromone matching between males and females of 
the same species determining the time for reproduction which is 
all that sex is for in the entire animal kingdom. If humans forced 
(“forced” is the right word because that is the only way it could 
happen) animals to treat sex as humans do today, it would be 
animal cruelty pure and simple. This “sex” plague is due to 
contraception polluting “sexuality” from its natural function so 
that it is no longer environmentally and behaviorally consistent 
with the planet, i.e., in contemporary terms, human sex is no longer 
“green!” Thus, currently with contraception, so called “sex” is a 
form of “relief” i.e., excretion or more accurately: “sexcretion”. 
And it is a plague predicted by Humanae Vitae to disrupt normal 
family relationships, civilized culture in tune with Nature and 
human development by a pseudo-recreational, para-toileting, 
obsessive compulsive preoccupation with genital-excretory squirt 
and slime reflexes far removed from natural function for animal 
sex life on the planet, which should include humans. Anything 
from humans not in concert with Nature is pollution, and that 
means “sex” outside of life-potential in marriage is as polluting as 
dumping trash, including sperm, blood and slime, on your front 
yard. This plague can only be prevented and defeated by the dirty 
minded schoolboy Borat-like demystification and deglorification 
of sex. My suggestions:

Sexcretion begins with sex hormone maturation such that males 
begin to squirt sperm and females begin to bleed eggs and slime. 
Sexcretion includes any and all sex organ use for anything other 
than reproduction. Squirt/sliming in any way outside of marriage 
is nothing more than a squirt/slime toileting function as is all other 
non-reproductive sexual activity. The genitals are linked to excretory 
organs with the expectation of privacy for all use, i.e., the linkage of 
urination, defecation, menstruation, and the non-reproductive squirt/
slime reflex is undeniable. To those exploiting the body, one must say: 
Buttocks are bowel movement - anus protectors. Breasts are milk-
cancer-sweat-fat-pontoon-pendulous-hanging-useless chest glands 
unless nursing an infant. Cleavage is nothing but obnoxious mooning 
by women. The penis, 99 % of the time, is for urinating in the right 
direction for males (or for making babies after you are married). The 
vagina is the canal through which most babies are delivered after you 
are married; it has urine in front of it, feces behind it, and it is filled 
with blood 1/4th of the time. Squirting and slime reflexes should not 
be one’s sole identity or a major part of one’s life any more than any 
other toileting or bathroom functions. Pornography is nothing more 
than people toileting each other i.e., helping each other “go to the 
bathroom.”

 This matter of fact describing of the basic biology of sex defuses 
sexual pollution faster than anything and thus people can get on with 
their lives without being polluted into sex fools. Such words are only 
needed for those exploiting sexuality or who are overly excited by 
explicit sexuality-and all these phrasings should be repeated until they 
stop their unnatural sex polluting. Finally, absurdity should be noted 
that millions must die because of the failure of people to control their 
squirt and slime reflexes, and that is another plague known as abortion 
(infra).

4. The sexualization of children is a plague.7 No child should be 
a participant in sexual activity nor should they be exposed 
to adult sexuality until their sex hormones and development 
are completed. Every child has the right to an unadulterated 
childhood, otherwise they have lost their childhood! No other 
animal sexualizes its immature offspring. Any curiosity about sex 
by a pre-adult can be met with the gentle, candid, and informing. 
My suggestions:

Adult sex is the penis goes in the vagina to make a baby after you 
are married. It seems weird and difficult to understand, but you do 
not have to bother with any of this yucky adult sex and other adult 
toileting stuff until you are all grown up so forget about it and ignore 
what you see or hear. You have better things to do and learn. You have 
a right to your childhood without doing adult stuff. You have plenty 
of time for this adult stuff which is often disgusting and hard work. 
Stay a kid as long as you can. Being an adult isn’t easy. Do not rush it. 
Anyone who tells you different is a liar and wants to take advantage 
of you and is probably a pedophilia pervert who gets himself excited 
when telling children about adult sex – he (or she) should be arrested, 
so tell your parents and the police when someone imposes adulthood 
on a child.

 The sexualization of children is a plague-like assault and a total 
disruption of their normal development as a child.

5. Abortion is a plague.7 In these days of nanotechnology, 
microsurgery, tool miniaturization, molecule identification, 
and chemical manipulation, to kill a microscopic human DNA 
creature is as psychopathic as wantonly killing any other human 
DNA creature. No one has the right to deform the destiny of any 
other human DNA creature without their permission. Abortion 
is also a plague because it is against “evolution” (if you believe 
in evolution). In fact, if evolution is believed with chance and 
natural selection, then abortion makes no sense at all. To kill 
human DNA microscopic creatures is indefensible rationalizing, 
is a sinful self-injuring failure to accept responsibility for one’s 
own choices and actions and is a pagan, selfish, primitive murder 
not belonging in the 21st Century. Supposedly “created equal,” all 
human DNA creatures deserve the same chances you and I had. 
No other animal aborts their own and thus, by abortion, mankind 
has never been more out of touch with the planet, evolution, the 
animal kingdom and nature. To deny the absolute equality of 
the pre-birth continuum of human life every human being went 
through, is an absolute lie, a crime against nature, a crime against 
humanity, and a cowardly failure to accept responsibility for the 
foreseeable consequences of one’s own actions. Abortion is a 
holocaust offering to the squirt-slime unnatural sexcretion altar 
and, along with contraception, is the Holocaust Revenge, in view 
of the resulting current demographic and cultural destruction of 
Europe. Needed is an “Accept Responsibility For Your Choices 
Law” which prohibits abortion; gives the physicians the right to 
refuse to do abortions (and to refuse to assist suicides) under the 
14th Amendment; gives any woman the choice to have her child 
with federal, state or private grants to cover
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a. The cost for the healthy delivery of her baby;

b. A five year annual bonus of $3,000 placed in a Health Savings 
Account each for herself and for her baby (or babies as the case 
may be);

c. Assistance in child care and child education expenses; and

d. Adoption services for mothers unwilling or unable to care for 
the baby after birth. Finally, if abortions are to be allowed, 
doctors should not have to do them but pro-abortion lawyers, 
judges, politicians and journalists should be required to do a 
minimum number each month (Anyone who knows how to 
have sex could do an abortion! Doctors are not needed, and, no 
doubt, the others could likely use the money).

6. Politicians and judges are a plague.9 Savoring and given life by 
the American democratic process from the Constitution, most 
politicians and all others elected in one way or another, as a group, 
with rare exceptions, are rich, power mad, crooks who think 
America can survive no matter what they can get away with. More 
and more, elected officials of all kinds (including judges selected 
by elected individuals) neither know where the Constitution came 
from nor do they care. They understand little to nothing about and 
have a strong, sick, self-serving, anti-historical need to deny the 
Judeo-Christian basis for this country. They are power mad, anti-
intellectual and fundamentally “they do not care,” well hidden 
by copious empty mouthing to the contrary. Because politics is 
always a self-corrupting mess – you must go along to get along; 
politicians almost always turn into con-men or comedians and 
are rarely worth dying for. And the only reason politicians can 
get away with their crimes is because of their god, i.e., the press 
and media. Politicians only care about what the press and media 
will say or write about them, and thus all elected officials with 
the press & media make a mockery of America by continuous, 
Constitutional subversion and rejection of the Founders of 
America. The only answer is term limits for anyone in any elected 
office (and that means every office in the executive, legislative and 
judicial –especially judges appointed by the elected--branches) so 
there can be no personal empire and power building. Those in 
any office must operate by service and procedure codes as their 
only job and salary basis. This will confine them such that they 
will serve only the country and also will never be exempt from 
that which they have imposed on all other citizens. Finally, the 
children and grandchildren of all elected officials must serve in a 
special branch of the military which will be the first to engage in 
any military combat operations.

7. Atheism is a plague.10 Celebrated atheist Richard Dawkins is a 
classical stereotype of an atheist: I caught him in an absolute 
scientific fraud article, and reported him to Oxford University– 
where he now is a disgrace (All my articles were sent several 
times to all major newspaper but editors suppress free speech-
can you imagine what they would have done if a major Catholic 
writer was caught in an outright bold-faced lie?). In general, 
atheists are in Dawkins’ category. Like dumb frogs unwilling 
to understand or believe in humans, atheists cannot believe or 
understand anything greater than themselves, which is either 
arrogance or lack of imagination). Then, by what is a crime 
against humanity, atheists begrudge and besmirch those who 
take comfort in God (which actually is an amazing example of 
unconscious counter-phobic jealousy by atheists). Also, atheists 
should be ignored not only because they are anti-religious bigots 
but because they have no spirit – and if they do proselytize, then 
they are liars and have “spirit” but just do not want to admit it. 

Really, why do they bother with God and believers if it all is not 
real? They should just leave everyone alone, shut up and confine 
themselves to the subhumanity in which they only believe. 
Basically, atheists create an immoral environment and are totally 
un-American and against the Founders of America. Furthermore, 
atheists usually promote sexcretion because they follow Hitler’s 
colleague who proclaimed that “If you get people involved in 
deviant sexual behavior the whole idea of God just disappears 
automatically.” And, scientifically significant, atheists do not 
understand that the Universe is nothing more than the entropy 
necessary for Love-but that is way over their heads. Finally, for 
all public ceremonies of any nature, there can be no objection 
to quoting the Founding Fathers as from George Washington’s 
Thanksgiving Day Proclamation:

It is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence of 
Almighty God, to obey His will, to be grateful for His benefits, and 
humbly to implore His protection and favor…That great and glorious 
Being who is the beneficent author of all the good that was, that is, or 
that ever will be, that we may then unite in rendering unto Him our 
sincere and humble thanks for His kind care and protection of the 
people.”

  Not even atheists can rationally object to quoting the Founding 
Fathers.

(These verbal templates will be completed in the next article 
if journal must divide—if not, the references can be moved and 
renumbered in proper sequence.)

8. Islam is a plague.11 Unfortunately, most Muslims have been 
tricked and fooled into a violent Islam which is not the “original” 
or the same “Islam at the beginning” when Mohammed was in 
Mecca the first time (Mecca I). At the beginning, Mohammed was 
converted from his paganism by the local Jews and Catholics. He 
was a monotheist. He was a monogamist. He was a pacifist. He 
was preaching truth, oneness, good and beauty. He lived and let 
live. He had to have gone to Mass and must have attended Jewish 
rituals as well, all helping him to break free from the paganism 
in which he was born. However, his Judeo-Christian conversion 
was abrogated after Mecca I, because almost all Islam since then 
destroyed Mohammed and his original conversion by a massive 
fabrication of unauthenticated “Islamic scripture” by which 
believers can be manipulated into obscene screaming crowds 
and murderers of anyone who disagrees (some “religion”). After 
Mecca I, politicians converted the original Judeo-Christian 
Islam (“Islamic Judeo-Christianity” is probably more accurate) 
into a massive enslavement to a spurious Quran turned by the 
abrogators of Mecca I into a death manual. Indeed, so-called 
Islamic “warriors” are craven, flagrant, cowards killing thousands 
of innocent people including children, all defended by the anti-
Mecca I Quran. In spite of its enchanting, convincing qualities, 
there is no human-to-human love encouraged in the Quran but 
power-mad ruthlessness instead. Until the demonic version of 
the Quran is no longer adored (bibliolatry) and until Muslim 
leaders stop creating screaming mobs and suicide bombers and 
return to the love, freedom and sacrifice of Mohammed in Mecca 
I, Islam will remain a plague. Muslims must break away from 
their childhood upbringing and Mohammed is an outstanding 
example of someone to follow because he did it himself in Mecca 
I! (His being forced to leave Mecca I was an act of Satan). Until 
Muslims break away from their childhood as Mohammed did, 
they will be untrustworthy, loveless, and willing even to kill those 
who disagree because the post Mecca I Quran even encourages 
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all evils and even prevarication on behalf of Islam. The Germans 
have a conscience and are guilt ridden for the Nazi suggestibility 
for evil. In contrast, Muslims are without conscience and have 
no guilt for any of their historic monstrous atrocities or their 
continuation of the same subhuman policies of unfreedom, 
oppression, intolerance, shrieking manipulated robot mobs, 
suicide bombers and the remorseless killing of innocents. Thus, 
Hitler is to Nazism as post Mecca I Mohammed is to Islam and 
Muslims do not even know it as a clear effect of the absence of 
conscience. Underneath it all, most Muslims today have returned 
to that anti-human, anti-religious paganism which Mohammed 
originally left behind, a paganism which now masquerades as a 
contrived “monotheism” without.12

9. Evolution is a plague.13 As currently presented, “evolution” is a 
plague because it diminishes spirituality and it is promoted as 
absolutely true when overwhelmingly there is no documentation 
of its reality as the “tree of life” and so on. Sketches are not 
proof and similiarity is not identity. Actually, the main worry 
for evolutionists is that Darwin will become extinct – rightfully 
so. What evolutionists refuse to recognize is: First, that cross 
species miscegnation (for want of a better word) has never been 
documented; and that species procreate with their own kind only 
because sexual activity for subhuman animals is pheromone and 
chemically dependent (in contrast to humans who have escaped 
in part from subhumanity). If the pheromones do not match for 
subhuman animals, there will not be reproduction. Thus, major 
species cross breeding to hybridization (absolutely necessary 
for evolution) has never been found and therefore evolution 
as described thus far is impossible without natural hybrids. 
Second, that when humans force unnatural major cross breeding 
which results in hybrid animals, such as mules, we find that 
the created hybrid animals cannot reproduce (because of non-
matching meiosis). Evolutionists can draw all they want and 
claim “same construction is same development” all they want, 
but without natural hybrids and, more so, without hybrid animal 
reproduction, there are no major allele transfers or evolution 
as “imagined” (one of Darwin’s favorite words). The plague 
of contemporary “evolution” detracts from real evolution as 
described in The Inferno by Dante. Genuine evolution means 
that the afterlife will provide all done in your earthly life but 
spiritually magnified immensely and more intensely in eternity-
now that is real evolution! Unfortunately, this genuine evolution 
means that every sin would offer “payback in return” permanently 
if a mortal sin, and temporarily in purgatory if a venial sin. If 
deserving hell, it will be a never-ending infernal recycling self-
created annihilation by your own sins turned against you over and 
over – you will not like it. Whatever you have done wrong will 
be done back to you worse than you can imagine. If, in purgatory, 
it will be a restoration by reliving and undoing one’s repairable 
sins but done this time to one’s self – you won’t like it either 
and you are going to pay; but it does end and cleansing recovery 
is in sight. And if, in Heaven, it will be a true, one, good and 
beautiful ecstacy proportional to your own lived truth, oneness, 
good and beauty – you will savor like never before – and this is 
only possible with the sacraments, especially Penance. Evolving 
to transcendental eternity will be more effected with Penance 
and reparation on earth – purgatory is lousy but better than hell. 
Evolution means “getting what you do” – so go to confession and 
evolve life transcendentally. “Doing unto others as you would 
have them do unto you” evolutionarily means that “You will 
get back unto yourself what you have done unto others.” Better 
to “do good and avoid evil!” And get your sins forgiven. When 

you hear that “Jesus saved us from our sins” this is no fanciful 
statement but a recognition that you are “evolving” and you can 
control it by the sacraments, especially Penance. You can stop 
the self-induced punishments and the crumbling to miserable 
self-reliving, self-created non-being hell due to your sinful 
pursuit of non-being; what is more, you can even reestablish 
your personal transcendental integrity for eternity. This is real 
“evolution” and you are in control of it. The contemporary “tree 
of life” sketched fabrication (nee’ evolution) is extinct but it still 
detracts from human spiritual ascendancy. Mankind has escaped 
from many subhuman, biological bonds and does not even follow 
pheromones any longer. That escape from sub-human animal life 
does not stop there: Do good and avoid evil, and you will not be 
disappointed with real spiritual evolution.

10. Race is a plague.14 Race is currently misused as a false God 
causing more inequity and discriminatory action than equal 
opportunity for all people. The only race that really counts is the 
“human race” – and, that there is a oneness for humanity which 
requires us to embrace “everyone for everyone” always. All races 
are more alike than different, as all are alike, for a few examples, 
in proclamations of greatness, in lamentations of victimhood, and 
in wishes for preservation of one’s hopefully positive history. 
Thus color “race” blindness is the only way to go regardless of 
outcome – it is the only fair and equal way for humans to treat each 
other. Considering what most American families went through to 
get to America, a case can be made that for most current African 
Americans, slavery was the luckiest thing that ever happened for 
them, otherwise they would likely be dead or destitute in Africa. 
Someone paid for all of us being here in America and many in a 
terrible way, but none of that should be used as an excuse for not 
succeeding or for not assuming responsibility for one’s self and 
others. U.S. Congressman Louis Stokes has said over and over 
“I’ve been in every country in the world and there is no better 
place and no place I would rather be than the United States.” 
And most African Americans would not be here if it had not been 
for slavery. As President Barack Obama has indicated, “Stop 
complaining and make the most of it.” Using the victimhood 
ploy is an outrage for whatever reason. “Poor me” never worked 
and never will. No one should have anything taken away from 
them because of their race – and no one should have anything 
given to them because of their race. To use race for anything is a 
plague. Race should not be recorded or considered for anything. 
Basically, IF YOU ACKNOWLEDGE RACE (“color” more than 
as simple description) YOU ARE A RACIST, and the end result 
is a plague of injustice.

11. Celebritism is a plague.15 Never has the original sin of 
suggestibility/gullibility been more apparent than when people 
mindlessly follow celebrities. Unless proving otherwise by 
clear, traditional virtue, celebrities should be regarded as fakes, 
actors, and frauds who arrogantly think they are as important as 
that which they have pretended and acted out. Celebrities tend to 
be non-being glamorizers, and youths especially need to know not 
to imitate or be influenced by them. Celebrities most often are the 
result of press and media manipulations. An epitome of celebrity 
is Walter Cronkite – his tombstone should be “He read the news” 
(say that 3 times–-and that is about all he ever did) but because 
of celebritism, the people made him much more than what he 
was. Celebrities are fakes, liars, and examples of suggestibility 
run amuck. They are all nothings and fakes reciting their lines and 
calling it a “living” when they are nothing but flickering lights 
or screen-filled “look-at-me”-freaks (e.g. Michael Franklin). 
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That they influence us and impress us is insane and a cause of 
psychosocial diseases. Just remember, that they are ACTING—
pretending all the time—which is an epidemic of non-being—and 
the promotion of non-being IS evil.

12. Anti-Catholicism is a plague.16 It is amazing that the standards 
which prohibit the disparaging of groups rarely apply to anti-
Catholic bigots who unashamedly distort the history of the 
Inquisition, the Holocaust, child abusing clergy, Father Coughlin 
(the “radio” priest), and just about Catholic anything. Any one or 
group repeating any lies about the Church should be ostracized 
or boycotted until apologies are made. The real unrecognized 
hate crime and prejudice is the persistent defaming of the Church 
accompanied by the absolute denial that it is bigotry. Not that the 
Church is perfect; my father would always say, “You know the 
Church is divine because with the leadership she has had, she 
should not have lasted 50 years.” Sinners fill the Church, but the 
principles of the Church are love, freedom and sacrifice-and the 
Church is the only organization so committed. Oh, it doesn’t do 
a good enough job because most people do not understand and 
the task is impossible, but the Church is the only organization 
in which all principles, one way or another, are to foster Love, 
Freedom, and necessary Sacrifice. The most cogent way the 
Church does this is by the Mass. The Mass properly attended 
is an intense meditation trance experience far surpassing any 
other sort of spiritual or meditation exercise one can have or 
conjure up (but only if properly attentive as an inward focusing 
metaphorical reality event of life-sacrifice-virtue-love-humanity-
peace-freedom-death (instead of “om” or whatever) which 
takes you everywhere and “out of this world”). The Mass is an 
antidote to the press and media and is the only place where you 
are going to get really believable information which is relevant 
to all life and how to live all life including death, humanity and 
love. The tsunami of nothingness from the manipulators of the 
electronocelluloidprint non-being machines are counter-acted 
by taking whatever in mind to Mass. Properly understood and 
experienced, the Mass is where one gets cleansed with the same 
grace that fell and energized St. Paul. Each Mass is a Damascene 
event if one participates and immerses in it fully. One is in the 
midst of the Lord our God and such is the farthest thing from 
passively watching television, because the Mass is a love potion 
by what it conveys and how it processes all on your mind. Each 
Mass is another “Christmas Day” because Christ is born anew 
at each Mass and then dies, is Crucified, for us on the altar in a 
metaphorical reality of blood separate from the body resulting 
in the symbiotic relationship of love, freedom and sacrifice. The 
themes of love in the Mass are present in almost every reading, 
phrase, song and prayer. And when one is not hearing about 
love, in one way or another, one is witnessing the description 
of the sacrifices and suffering which love and freedom require 
if genuine. The Mass: That freedom/sacrifice/love promoting 
truth, oneness, good and beauty for everyone’s life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness. And people shake hands offering peace 
to total strangers! I have promised my grandchildren $20 if they 
can recite this from memory:

1. Break the bread and bless the wine and join Jesus with all 
others so sanctified in a Statimuum of all, with all, and for 
all Incarnated by Love, Freedom and Sacrifice in a universe 
received and receiving one time for all time praising God in 
unlimited Spirituality of Consubstantiation/Transubstantiation. 
Amen. (YEAH!)

2. The Church and its sinners are in marked contrast to editors and 
leaders of the press and media and other know-it-alls similar 
to Il Duce or Barack Obama imitators gone bad. The lies 
about the Church are a plague of hate crimes and the failure to 
prosecute and condemn those responsible is prejudice, bigotry 
and discrimination, pure and simple.

13. Traitorous CEOs are a plague.17,18 The unpatriotic destruction of 
America’s economic and productive base by thousands of CEOs 
is criminal. After bleeding companies by outrageous salaries and 
benefits compared to their employees, CEOs “sell out” (“selling 
out” is exactly what it is) to foreign countries giving them the 
businesses, the factories and the jobs. The economic sabotage of 
America is blatant, undeniable, and unpatriotic. Worse than that, 
politicians have been bought and sold to approve all this as co-
traitors, a routine status for most politicians after two terms in 
office. And the press and media have not the faintest idea what is 
going on or does not care because the only part of America editors 
care about is the one simple phrase about the press in the First 
Amendment. Needed are service and procedure codes consistent 
with the Founding Fathers’ writings for which executives are to 
be paid just like physicians today. Such codes also need to be 
mandatory for lawyers, judges, politicians, editors and journalists.

14. Invasion is a plague.19 Immigration is as American as apple 
pie. But most recent immigrants have it wrong and are more 
invaders than immigrants, because they seem to be coming over 
for handouts and want to bring what they were fleeing. Muslims 
and Hispanics especially seem to be unwittingly injuring America 
because they do not understand that coming here must be with a 
desire to be an “American” eager to embrace and preserve the 
principles which have made America great. Acculturation is 
essential and that includes wanting to be productive and to work. 
America is no place for parasites. Indeed, once the “invaders” 
reach a critical number, America will likely become just another 
country filled with government seeking, government dependent 
deadbeats creating and building nothing. Immigrants coming to 
America must learn the principles which created America and that 
includes the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution 
and all the writings of the Founding Fathers in English.20

15. Unscientific scientists are a plague.21 More and more scientists 
manipulate data and adjust numbers “to make the numbers turn 
out right” for political and social reasons. This seems especially 
true in regards to sexuality, reproduction, and abortion issues. 
Such is the pursuit of non-being (and therefore “evil”). No 
sustained good can come from fraudulent science. It should be 
labeled “criminal” because it is destructive of the country. Any 
scientist found to withhold data or to distort it (like Richard 
Dawkins) should be defrocked and prohibited from working 
anywhere in science.

16. Postmodernism is a plague.22 Professing that if all cannot be 
known, nothing is known including the objectivity of others, 
postmodernism is a nihilistic transcendentophobia rejecting even 
the laws of physics. It’s logic is “believe in myself only” by a 
self-filled, obsessional, non-biological, masturbation of thoughts 
(solipsism) which denies power as it destroys everything else 
by the unfettered, ruthless power of nihilism. Escapism is 
its forte as memories are considered to be unreal phantoms 
resulting in loss of patriotism, national character, tradition 
and transcendental Christianity. The universal, thanatological 
outcomes of postmodernism are always temporarily covered by 
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unctuous, ephemeral spasms of ersatz “goodness” masquerading 
as “freedom,” which it is not. A paragon of postmodernism is 
Michel Foucault, a French philosopher (sic) of meaningless 
logorrhea against all “power” as he destroyed all meaning in all 
he observed including denying himself even as a philosopher, 
finally living out all his sadomasochistic fantasies in San 
Francisco, to die in Paris of AIDS in 1984--also objectively (over 
his dead body) proving the plague status of both homosexuality 
and postmodernism. Actually, postmodernism, as almost all 
other philosophies, can honestly be characterized as, to use a 
psychoanalytic term, reaction-formation to Natural Law and the 
Roman Catholic Church.

 Enough. We are in a plague of plagues. These verbal templates 
should help.
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